Structure-activity relationship on excitatory amino acid receptors.
It is generally accepted that the carboxylic amino acids L-Glu and L-Asp play a role as excitatory neurotransmitters at the CNS. In the search of a structure-activity relationship we have made a theoretical conformational analysis with a mechanics molecular model on active compounds on QUIS and NMDA-receptors. We consider the COO-...COO- distance in these compounds as the more important one in order to discuss the different mode of action of this compound at the excitatory amino acid receptors. On QUIS-receptors: We had found that Glu, Asp and QUIS are very flexible molecules that can easily pass from one conformation to another and to get the distance of 3A degrees between the two COO- groups. All these compounds show an important population in conformations with this distance. The antagonist GDEE had 90% of its whole population in folded conformations with a distance of about 3 A degrees between COO-...COO- groups. On NMDA-receptors: IBO is a rigid analogue and the distance COO-...COO- is about 4A degrees at the different conformations found. Asp, Glu, beta-Amglu and NMDA have a considerable flexibility and they can easily adopt the distance required. They leave a considerable population in conformations that present a COO-...COO- distance about 4A degrees. We propose that folded conformations are important for activity on QUIS-receptors, whereas extended conformations are the important on NMDA-receptors.